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St Mary’s, Colchester has been accepted as 
a candidate member of the Round Square 
Organisation, a worldwide network of 180 top 
schools in 50 countries across six continents.

Membership was granted to St Mary’s 
after passing a rigorous inspection by 
representatives of current Round Square 
member schools, which focused on six 
key Ideals of Learning – internationalism, 
democracy, environmentalism, adventure, 
leadership and service – identified 
by German educational philosopher, 
Kurt Hahn, who founded the Round 
Square organisation in 1966. 

The first international education 
event to which St Mary’s is invited is the 

Round Square International Conference 
in Cape Town in October. Representing 
the school will be Year 10 students Laura 
Payne and Eve Pemrick, along with St 
Mary’s Principal, Mrs Hilary Vipond, and 
head of history, Mr Benjamin Rassell.

‘This is an extraordinary learning 
opportunity and experience for Laura and 
Eve, and the gateway to so much more in 
the future for all of our pupils,’ says Mrs 
Vipond. ‘At St Mary’s, we strive to ensure 
that, as well as offering an outstanding 
academic education, we nurture the soft 
skills that are universally acknowledged 
to be essential in the development of well-
rounded, active and informed global citizens.’

Royal Academy 
selection for  
New Hall student
The artwork of June Li, a Year 13 
student at New Hall School, Chelmsford, 
has been selected for exhibition 
as part of the prestigious Royal 
Academy A Level Art Exhibition. 

The online exhibition, titled Here, 
There and Everywhere, runs parallel to the 
world-renowned Royal Academy Summer 
Exhibition. With a record number of 2,400 
entries this year from A Level students 
across the UK, June’s piece was one of 49 
selected works, a remarkable success.

June’s photograph of fish, entitled 

Anxiety and dynamically framed and lit 
in an aquarium captured the attention of 
the judging panel, which included world-
famous German artist Wolfgang Tillmans, 
who specialises in Fine Art photography.
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st Cedd’s teaCher wins 
UK story Competition

The school day is being restructured at 
Clacton County High School to meet 
the growing demands of the curriculum.  
From September, lessons are being 
extended from 60 minutes to 75 
minutes to ensure all subjects are able 
to meet the demands of the new GCSE 
specifications, particularly for English.  

The start and finish time of the school 
day will remain the same, but students 
will have four lessons per day instead 
of the previous five, giving them a more 
in-depth learning experience.

Principal Neil Gallagher said: ‘The 
new GCSE specifications for English 
language and literature are now very 
disconnected. We recognise the way 
English was previously taught, by 
developing the English language skills 
through the literature texts, would be 
difficult without additional curriculum 
time allocated. We were teaching four 
hours of English in Year 9 and 10 and 
five hours in Year 11 which required 
students attending an additional lesson 
each week after school. Going forward, 
from Year 9, we will devote five hours 
per week to teaching English literature 
and language; that’s a significant 
change.’
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Head of English at St Cedd’s School, 
Chelmsford, Caroline Picking, has been 
named as the single UK winner of the 
British Council’s Commonwealth Class 
Story Competition, beating hundreds 
of other entries from across the globe. 
Mrs Picking, who teaches Year 6, moved 
the judges with her beautiful story of 
Anni the Laji-bird, a thought-provoking 
reflection of the issues surrounding the 
refugee crisis in answer to a brief which 
asked storytellers to centre their writing 
around the idea of ‘belonging’ and what 
this means to them. It saw entries from 
across the Commonwealth, including 
Kenya, Pakistan and Malaysia, with other 
winning entries from Nigeria and India.


